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CAN 2020’s BIGGEST HOLISTIC TREND
HELP YOU FIND ACCEPTANCE?

•

PLUS: ANCIENT THERAPIES TO LOOK AFTER YOUR LIVER VEGAN FESTIVE FEASTS
STRESS LESS WITH EVERYDAY GROUNDING BREATHWORK FOR INSTANT CALM

•

•

The latest in

NATURAL
HEALTH
Naturopathy ABC
Mani Norland, principal at the School of
Health (schoolofhealth.com), says:

D

is for Detoxification

Detoxification is a natural bodily
process whereby the body deals with
potentially harmful substances. The areas
where detoxification occurs include the lungs,
skin and colon, but the key organs are the
liver and the kidneys. In the liver, toxins are
bound to other substances to render them
harmless before being eliminated from the
body. A naturopath may support the organs
of detoxification with natural methods in
order to make this process more efficient.

WELLNESS WARRIOR

Meet Jennie Harding, the author of Instant Chakra Healing (Watkins Publishing, £5.99)

NH: What are your chakras?
JH: The chakras are a set of seven energy centres spread along the spine, derived
from the traditions of yoga and the ancient ayurvedic medicine of India. The
chakras are positioned at the crown of the head, the ‘third eye’ between the
eyebrows, the throat area, the centre of the chest, the solar plexus area, the sacral
area and the base of the spine.

NH: How do your chakras impact your body?
JH: Certain chakras will jump out at you because that kind of energy may be
low, or lacking, or out of balance in your life. For example, people who are very
tuned in at the spiritual level of the crown chakra may find they are out of
balance in the root chakra – because they are so ‘in their heads’ they might be
physically clumsy.

NH: How can practicing chakra therapy help us deal with the everyday
demands of life?
JH: As you learn more about each chakra, you begin to develop a sensitivity
towards the kind of energy or quality in the way your life works. For example, if
you notice you get a lot of headaches and mental stress, you can use the yoga
postures and exercises for the third eye and crown chakras to nourish those
areas, especially if they are feeling drained or over-used. The chakras are a really
useful map; a guide to everyday life and are key to building your self-awareness.
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NEWS
SUPP SPOT
Technology is key

Plant Profile: frankincense
The Federation of Holistic Therapists (fht.
org.uk) examines the health benefits of
frankincense
Many of us associate frankincense with
Christmas, which, alongside gold and
myrrh, was one of the precious gifts
presented to baby Jesus by the Three Wise
Men, symbolising deity and righteousness.
Made from the solidified resin of a tree that
originated in North Africa, frankincense
has been used since antiquity, playing an
important role in the religious ceremonies
and rituals of various ancient cultures.
The Egyptians are said to have used it
as part of the embalming process and kohl,
the dramatic black eye powder believed
to be worn by Cleopatra, was made from
charred frankincense. It was also – and
still is – a popular ingredient in incense.
The essential oil made from frankincense
is known for its calming, balancing effects,
and helps to slow down and deepen the

A study found participant’s activity
levels increased by 10 percent after
a month of simple daily phone
notifications from an app called
MyHeart, which encouraged them
to get moving.

Furry friends
breath, making it not just a useful aid
for meditation, mindfulness and prayer,
but also a great option for chronic
worriers or those who have an anxious
or nervous disposition. The oil is also
said to be particularly valuable for
respiratory complaints, such as asthma
and bronchitis, as well as mature or
damaged skin, and immunodeficiency.
Important safety note: never ingest plant
essential oils or apply to the skin undiluted.

“Breathing is the only function in our body that
happens completely automatically”- turn to
page 112 to find out more

WHAT’S THE BUZZ ABOUT?

Forest bathing

“Forest bathing is an active process, not just a
matter of being near trees as static objects,” says
Alice Peck, author of The Green Cure (£12.99,
CICO Books). “ Many species, including pine, yew,
hop hornbeam, and sugi, emit biochemicals called
phytoncides that interact with our central nervous
system and have calming, anesthetic qualities.
Phytoncides are pungent essential oils,
antimicrobial volatile organic compounds. When
you are breathing in the heady fragrance of pine
or cedar, you are inhaling phytoncides. They have
been proven to boost the trees’ health as well as
our immune systems, which is a powerful thing,
but that’s not the only benefit of forest bathing.
“Phytoncides contain terpenes (like those in
cannabidiol, CBD) that can stimulate immunity,
fight viruses, and increase the release of the
steroid hormone dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA)
into the blood, protecting and even strengthening
our hearts. They also activate the vagus nerve,
reduce our production of the stress hormone
cortisol, and likely decrease inflammation, as well.”

Two separate studies suggest that
people who own tail-wagging
companions are 24 percent less likely
to die after a heart attack or stroke,
compared to those who don’t.

Fish intake
Research conducted by the
Norwegian University of Science and
Technology has suggested that children
fed fish before they turn one face
a lower risk of developing eczema
and asthma.

The
BAROMETER
Plodding along
The brains and bodies of slow
walkers were found to have aged
more and tended to be in worse
shape by the time they were 45 to
their speedier counterparts.

Heart patients

A study published in the European
Journal of Preventive Cardiology
reported one in five cardiac
rehab patients are suffering from
depression or are feeling anxious
and stressed.

Cancer risk

New research from New York
University has suggested that longterm exposure to vaping liquids that
contain nicotine could increase the
risk of cancer.
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